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Abstract 35 

Neuropeptides belonging to the adipokinetic hormone (AKH) family elicit metabolic effects as their 36 

main function in insects, by mobilizing trehalose, diacylgycerol, or proline, which are released from 37 

the fat body into the hemolymph as energy sources for muscle contraction required for energy-38 

intensive processes, such as locomotion. One of the AKHs produced in locusts is a decapeptide, 39 

Locmi-AKH-I (pELNFTPNWGT-NH2). A head-to-tail cyclic, octapeptide analog of Locmi-AKH-I, 40 

cycloAKH (cyclo[LNFTPNWG]) was synthesized to severely restrict the conformational freedom of 41 

the AKH structure. In vitro, cycloAKH selectively retains full efficacy on a pest insect (desert locust) 42 

AKH receptor, while showing little or no activation of the AKH receptor of a beneficial insect 43 

(honeybee). Molecular dynamic analysis incorporating NMR data indicate that cycloAKH 44 

preferentially adopts a type II β-turn under micelle conditions, whereas its linear counterpart and 45 

natural AKH adopts a type VI β-turn under similar conditions. CycloAKH, linear LNFTPNWG-NH2, 46 

and Locmi-AKH-I feature the same binding site during docking simulations with the desert locust 47 

AKH receptor (Schgr-AKHR), but differ in the details of the ligand/receptor interactions. However, 48 

cycloAKH failed to enter the binding pocket of the honeybee receptor 3D model during docking 49 

simulations. Since the locust AKH receptor has a greater tolerance than the honeybee receptor for the 50 

cyclic conformational constraint in in vitro receptor assays, it could suggest a greater tolerance for a 51 

shift in the direction of the type II β turn exhibited by cycloAKH from the type IV β turn of the linear 52 

octapeptide and the native locust decapeptide AKH. Selectivity in biostable mimetic analogs could 53 

potentially be enhanced by incorporating conformational constraints that emphasize this shift. 54 

Biostable mimetic analogs of AKH offer the potential of selectively disrupting AKH-regulated 55 

processes, leading to novel, environmentally benign control strategies for pest insect populations. 56 

                                                                               57 

1. Introduction  58 

Neuropeptides play an important role in the regulation of most critical metabolic, reproductive, 59 

developmental, and behavioural processes in the life cycle of insects. Therefore, neuropeptides and 60 
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their G-protein-coupled receptors are considered suitable targets for new insect control agents, 61 

analogous to the rationale followed in the development of drugs for treatment of human disease 62 

(Audsley & Down, 2015;Verlinden et al., 2014, Nachman, 2009a, Nachman et al., 2014a,b; 63 

Nachman & Pietrantonio, 2010). Unfortunately, neuropeptides themselves generally fail to show 64 

efficacy as insect control agents due to their susceptibility to peptidases in the gut and hemolymph 65 

and, for the most part, an inability to efficiently penetrate the cuticle of an insect pest. However, 66 

development of mimetic agonist or antagonist analogs that feature both enhanced biostability to 67 

peptidases and bioavailability characteristics can lead to the disruption of the critical life processes 68 

that neuropeptides regulate.  Another important aspect of this research is the development of mimetic 69 

neuropeptide analogs that are selective in their activity, negatively affecting the targeted pest species 70 

without harm to beneficial insect species like the honeybee.  71 

One family of neuropeptides, viz. the red pigment-concentrating hormone/adipokinetic hormone 72 

(RPCH/AKH) family, is present in all insect orders investigated to date, and regulates intermediate 73 

metabolism in insects (Gäde, 1990, 2003, 2004, 2009, Beenakkers et al., 1985). The potential of AKHs 74 

as leads for development of novel pest control strategies has been previously discussed (Gäde & 75 

Goldsworthy, 2003; Gäde, Šimek & Marco, 2017). The AKHs are synthesized in neurosecretory cells 76 

of the corpora cardiaca (CC) and are chiefly known for their action to mobilize stored fuels (glycogen 77 

or triacylgycerols) from the fat body; the resulting trehalose, diacylgycerol, or proline are released into 78 

circulation for metabolism (Gäde, 2004). Diacylglycerols, for instance, can then be used by insects for 79 

immediate contraction of muscles during locomotory events (reviewed by Lorenz and Gäde, 2009). 80 

AKH peptides are structurally characterized as being short peptides of between eight and 10 amino 81 

acid residues, with posttranslational modifications at the N-terminus (a pyroglutamate residue) and the 82 

C-terminus (amidation); at position 2 from the N-terminus can be the aliphatic amino acids leucine, 83 

isoleucine or valine, or the aromatic phenylalanine or tyrosine; threonine or asparagine are always at 84 

position 3, the aromatic amino acids phenylalanine or tyrosine at position 4, the branched amino acids 85 
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serine or threonine at position 5, and always the aromatic tryptophan and the simple glycine at positions 86 

8 and 9, respectively; whereas at positions 6,7, and 10 a large variety of amino acids can be employed 87 

(Gäde, 2009; Gäde & Marco, 2006, 2013; Marco & Gade, 2015). 88 

GPCRs for AKHs in insects are known since 2002 to have seven membrane-spanning domains, and to 89 

belong to the rhodopsin class of receptors (Staubli et al.; 2002; Park et al., 2002); although the AKH 90 

receptors are specific for AKH peptides, there may be cross-activation from interspecific AKHs (see 91 

for example, Marco et al., 2013; Marchal et al., 2018). It is, therefore imperative that any lead AKH 92 

analog for future pesticide design should be tested for receptor specificity. Head-to-tail cyclic 93 

(Nachman et al., 1991; Roberts et al., 1997; and Zhang et al., 2009), and other restricted-conformation 94 

(Nachman et al., 1998, 2002, 2009a, 2009b, 2009c, 2010, 2013, 2014; Kaczmarek et al., 2007; Moyna 95 

et al., 1999a, 1999b; Taneja-Bageshwar et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2011) analogs of insect 96 

neuropeptides have been synthesized and tested in bioassays to study their active conformations. In 97 

the current study, we have designed and synthesized a head-to-tail cyclic, octapeptide AKH analog to 98 

severely restrict the conformations available to an AKH neuropeptide sequence. The cycloAKH 99 

demonstrates selectivity in that it retains full efficacy on a locust AKH receptor, while showing little 100 

or no activation of a honeybee AKH receptor. The conformation of the cycloAKH and its linear 101 

equivalent are also investigated in the current study in order to identify conformational characteristics 102 

that potentially influence interaction with the locust receptor and, specifically its selective activation. 103 

Such information can aid in the development of mimetic agonistic and/or antagonistic AKH analogs 104 

that feature selective, environmentally-friendly pest management capabilities. 105 

2. Materials and Methods  106 

 2.1 Analog synthesis and purification: 107 

The synthesis of the linear peptide precursor of the cyclic peptide and the linear analog [Oic]Locmi-108 

AKH-I, was performed on an ABI 433A Peptide Synthesizer in the scale of 0.25 mmole according to 109 

Fmoc/HBTU/DIPEA methodology on Rink-Amide resin (Taneja-Bageshwar et al., 2009). The cyclic-110 
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AKH analog, cycloAKH, contains two residues, one Gly and one Pro, which are not prone to 111 

epimerization during activation. Either one could be placed at the C-terminus of the linear precursor 112 

targeted for cyclization. We used glycine attached to 2-chlorotityl resin, obtaining H-Leu-Asn(Trt)-113 

Phe-Thr(t-Bu)-Pro-Asn(Trt)-Trp(Boc)-Gly-2Cl-Trityl resin. This type of resin allows for the final 114 

cleavage of the peptide with all protecting groups at side chains untouched (Trt, t-Bu, Trt, and Boc, 115 

consecutively). Peptide head-to-tail cyclization requires high dilution to avoid inter-molecular 116 

reaction. We performed cyclization in DCM at a concentration of <0.5mmol/1L with the aid of 3 117 

equivalents of EDC in the presence of HOAt. and the reaction was checked for completion on RP-118 

HPLC. After concentration to about one/fourth of the original volume, the DCM solution was extracted 119 

3 times with 0.1N HCl aq. and 1M sodium bicarbonate solution and then concentrated to dryness. The 120 

residues were treated with a cocktail composed of TFA/DMB/TIS (92.5:5:2.5) for deprotection of side 121 

chains and then the product was precipitated with ether.  122 

The cyclic analog and linear [Oic]Locmi-AKH-I were desalted on a Waters C18 Sep Pak cartridge 123 

(Milford, MA) in preparation for purification by HPLC. The analog was purified on a Waters Delta-124 

Pak C18 reverse-phase column (8 x 100 mm, 15 µm particle size, 100 Å pore size) with a Waters 510 125 

HPLC system with detection at 214 nm at ambient temperature.  Solvent A = 0.1% aqueous 126 

trifluoroacetic acid (TFA); Solvent B = 80% aqueous acetonitrile containing 0.1% TFA.  Initial 127 

conditions were 10% B followed by a linear increase to 90 % B over 40 min.; flow rate, 2 ml/min.  128 

Delta-Pak C18 retention times: cycloAKH (cyclo[LNFTPNWG]): 6.2 min; pQLNFT[Oic]NWGT-NH2: 129 

4.5 min; The analogs were further purified on a Waters Protein Pak I 125 column (7.8 x 300 mm).  130 

Conditions:  isocratic using 80% acetonitrile containing 0.1% TFA; flow rate, 2 ml/min.  Waters 131 

Protein Pak retention times: cycloAKH (cyclo[LNFTPNWG]): 6.0 min; pQLNFT[Oic]NWGT-NH2: 132 

6.25 min. Amino acid analysis was carried out under previously reported conditions (Nachman et al., 133 

1991) to quantify the analogs and to confirm identity:  cycloAKH (cyclo[LNFTPNWG]): F[1.0], 134 

G[0.9], L[1.0], N[1.7], P[0.9], T[1.0]; pQLNFT[Oic]NWGT-NH2: E[1.0], G[1.0], L[0.9], N[1.7], 135 
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T[1.7]. The identity of the analogs was also confirmed by MALDI-MS on a Kratos Kompact Probe 136 

MALDI-MS instrument (Shimadzu, Columbia, Maryland).  The following molecular ions (MH+) were 137 

observed:  cycloAKH (cyclo[LNFTPNWG]): 931.6 (calc.931.3 [MH+]);  pQLNFT[Oic]NWGT-NH2: 138 

1213.2 (calc 1213.2 [MH+]).  139 

 140 
2.2 In vitro calcium reporter assay for SchgrAKHR and ApimeAKHR: 141 

The molecular cloning of the SchgrAKHR and the ApimeAKHR was described by Marchal et al. 142 

(2018). In short, RNA was extracted from adult whole animal A. mellifera and from adult S. gregaria 143 

fat body using the RNeasy Lipid Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Germany) and reverse transcribed using the 144 

Transcriptor High Fidelity cDNA Synthesis Kit (Roche, Switzerland) as per manufacturer’s 145 

recommendation. The resulting cDNA was used as PCR template in amplifying the adipokinetic 146 

hormone receptor transcripts of the specified insects using Q5 polymerase (New England Biolabs). 147 

The following primers were used in the PCR mix:  148 

ApimeAKHRF: CACCATGGAAGTGATGGATTCTGACGCC,  149 

ApimeAKHRR: GTTAGTTCACAAATTGTACCAGATTACC;  150 

SchgrAKHRF: CACCATGGCGGGCCTCGAATCGG,  151 

SchgrAKHRR: TCACCTTGCCTCCGTTGTTCTG.  152 

‘CACC’ was added to the 5’ end of each forward primer to obtain a kozak sequence necessary for 153 

efficient expression in vertebrate cell lines. The resulting PCR product was purified using the 154 

GenElute™ PCR Clean-Up Kit (Sigma-Aldrich, USA), cloned into pcDNA3.1/V5-His-Topo 155 

directional expression vector and transformed to One Shot® TOPO10 chemical competent Escherichia 156 

coli cells according to the manufacturer’s guidelines (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The cells were 157 

grown overnight at 37 °C on Luria Bertani (LB) agar plates (35 g/L; Sigma-Aldrich) containing 10 158 

mg/mL ampicillin (Invitrogen). We transferred grown colonies to 5 mL LB medium (with 10 mg/mL 159 

ampicillin; Sigma-Aldrich). After growing overnight at 37 °C, the receptor DNA containing vector 160 
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was purified using ‘GenElute™ HP Plasmid Miniprep’ kit (Sigma-Aldrich) and sequenced using the 161 

ABI PRISM 3130 Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, USA). Colonies containing the correct 162 

vector were used to inoculate 100 mL LB medium with 10 mg/mL ampicillin and were grown 163 

overnight at 37 °C in a shaking incubator. We purified the plasmids using the ‘GenElute™ Plasmid 164 

Maxiprep Kit’ (Sigma-Aldrich). 165 

The activity of the two AKH receptors was analyzed in an in vitro calcium reporter assay using CHO-166 

WTA11 cells, which contain a promiscuous Gα16 subunit that will induce an intracellular Ca2+-167 

increase upon receptor activation independent of the natural signaling cascade (Offermanns & Simon, 168 

1995; Stables et al., 1997). Cell culture and transfection were performed as described by Marchal & 169 

Schellens et al. (2018).  We cultured the cells at 37 °C with constant supply of 5% CO2 in Dulbecco’s 170 

Modified Eagle’s Medium Nutrient Mixture F-12 Ham (DMEM/F12) with l-glutamine, 15 mM 171 

HEPES, sodium bicarbonate and phenol red (Sigma-Aldrich) enriched with 10% heat-inactivated fetal 172 

bovine serum (Gibco), 100 IU/mL penicillin and 100 μg/mL streptomycin (Gibco) and 250 mg/mL 173 

Zeocin (Gibco). 174 

For transfection of the cells (T75 flasks at 60–80% confluency), we dissolved 5 µg pcDNA3.1-receptor 175 

or empty pcDNA3.1 vector in 2.5 mL Opti-MEM® (Gibco) supplemented with 12.5 µL Plus™ 176 

Reagent of the Lipofectamine LTX Kit (Invitrogen) in 5 mL polystyrene round-bottom tubes. We 177 

incubated this mixture for 5 min at room temperature. Thereafter, we added 30 µL LTX and incubated 178 

this mixture again at room temperature for 30 min. We then removed the cell medium and added the 179 

transfection mixture dropwise followed by 3 mL fresh complete culture medium. After an overnight 180 

incubation at 37 °C with constant supply of 5% CO2, we added 10 ml of complete culture medium and 181 

allowed the cells to grow for another night (37 °C, 5% CO2). Ligand-induced changes in intracellular 182 

Ca2+ in the cells were analyzed in a calcium reporter assay as described by Marchal & Schellens et al. 183 

(2018). An endogenous ligand for both receptors (pQLNFSTGWamide=Schgr-AKH-II = Apime- 184 

AKH), Locmi-AKH-I (pQLNFTPNWGTamide = Schgr-AKH-I), a linear analog of Locmi-AKH-I 185 
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(pQLNFT[Oic]NWGTa) and a cyclic analog, cycloAKH, were tested at different concentrations. 186 

pQLNFSTGWamide and Locmi-AKH-I were custom-synthesized by Synpeptide Co. (Shanghai, 187 

China) and CPC Scientific, Inc. (San Jose, CA), respectively. The transfected cells were detached using 188 

phosphate buffered saline (PBS), supplemented with 0.2% EDTA, and rinsed off the flask using 189 

DMEM/F12 with l-glutamine and 15 mM HEPES (Sigma-Aldrich). The number of viable cells was 190 

determined using the TC20 automated Cell Counter (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). In order to achieve 191 

a cell density of 5 × 106 cells/mL, we centrifuged the cells for 5 min at 800 rpm and resuspended them 192 

in the appropriate volume of sterile filtered bovine serum albumin (BSA) medium (DMEM/F12 with 193 

l-glutamine and 15 mM HEPES, complemented with 0.1% BSA). In addition, we loaded the cells with 194 

5 µM Coelenterazine h (Invitrogen) by gently shaking them at room temperature for 4 h in the dark to 195 

reconstitute the holo-enzyme aequorin. Before exposure to potential ligands dissolved in BSA 196 

medium, we diluted the cells tenfold in the same medium 30 min prior to the measurement. Thereafter, 197 

the Mithras LB 940 (Berthold Technologies, Bad Wildbad, Germany) injected 50 µL of the cells into 198 

every well (25,000 cells/well) of a 96-well plate. The machine measured the ligand-induced calcium 199 

response for 30 s, where after it added 50 µL of 0.1% Triton X-100 in order to measure the total cellular 200 

Ca2+-response. The ligand-specific response was normalized using the total response (ligand + Triton 201 

X-100), which is directly related to the number of cells present in the well. A negative control (only 202 

BSA) was included in each row to correct the cell response of each well of the same row. We performed 203 

the calculations using the output file from the MicroWin software (Berthold Technologies) in Excel 204 

(Microsoft). Further analysis was done in GraphPad Prism 6. 205 

2.3 NMR measurements 206 

CycloAKH (335 nmole) was dissolved in 0.5 ml of 20 mM phosphate buffer (pH 5.0) with 10% (v/v) 207 

D2O. An internal standard of 1% sodium 4,4-dimethyl-4-silapentane-1-sulfonate (DSS) was added.  208 

Linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2] was supplied by Pepmic Co. Ltd, China; the peptide purity was checked 209 

with HPLC–MS and found to be > 98% pure. Linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2] peptide was readily soluble 210 
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in 30% DMSO and a dodecylphosphocholin (DPC) micelle solution.  1 mg of sample was dissolved 211 

in 0.5 ml of either 20 mM phosphate buffer + 30%DMSO or 10:1 (v/v) H2O: D2O solution, which was 212 

150 mM in deuterated DPC-d38(Cambridge Isotopes, 98.6% d) and buffered at pH 4.5 with 20 mM 213 

potassium phosphate buffer.  An internal standard of 1% sodium 4,4-dimethyl-4-silapentane-1-214 

sulfonate (DSS) was added. Peptide–peptide interactions were minimized by maintaining a peptide to 215 

micelle ratio of 1:3 with 50 molecules of DPC per micelle.  216 

NMR experiments on linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2] were conducted on a Bruker Avance 600 MHz 217 

spectrometer, while a Bruker 800 MHz spectrometer with cryoprobe was used for cycloAKH. Spectra 218 

were recorded with excitation sculpting for water suppression using the dipsi2esgpph pulse, sequence, 219 

(mixing time, 60 or 80 ms) for Total Correlation Spectroscopy (TOCSY), and noesyesgpph for nuclear 220 

Overhauser effect spectroscopy (NOESY)(mixing time, 150 or 300 ms)(Braunsch Weiler & Ernst, 221 

1983; Jeener et al., 1979). Spectral assignments were according to the method of Wüthrich (Weber et 222 

al., 1988; Wüthrich, 1986) . Heteronuclear Single Quantum Coherence (HSQC) spectra ( Sklenar et 223 

al., 1993; Sklenar & Bax, 1987) were used for the 13C and 15N assignments. The diffusion coefficients 224 

were measured using the DOSY pulse sequence, ledbpgppr2s, a p30 (small delta) of 3ms and a d20 225 

(big delta) of 0.1 s. Inter-proton distances from the 2D NOESY cross-peak intensities were calculated 226 

using the isolated spin pair approximation (ISPA) (Thomas et al., 1991): 227 

                                                                    rij = rref(aref/aij)1/6 228 

Where rij is the inter-proton distances and aij is the 2D nOe cross peak intensity between protons i and 229 

j. ISPA was used as a suitable approximation since a short mixing time of 150 ms was used in the 230 

NOESY experiment. Hence, the effects of spin diffusion were small (Stone et al., 2007a,b).  Since nOe 231 

measurements are biased towards short inter-nuclear distances lower and upper error limits were 232 

achieved by adding 10% and 20% to each of the measured distances respectively (Jackson et al., 2009). 233 

The germinal Pro5 Hβ protons served as the reference, aref, with a set inter-nuclear distance of 0.18 nm.  234 
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2.4 Peptide molecular dynamics 235 

The starting structures for the conformational search of both the conformationally-restrained 236 

cycloAKH and linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2] were built using Insight II 2005 and energy minimized for 237 

50,000 steps using the steepest descent algorithm. NMR distance restrained molecular dynamics 238 

simulations in a vacuum, water and DPC were achieved using GROMACS version 5.0 (Abraham et 239 

al., 2015; Van Der Spoel et al., 2005). All simulations were performed using the OPLS-AA/L all–240 

atom force field and constant temperature, pressure and number of particles (NPT).  The LINCS 241 

algorithm was used to constraint all bonds.   Because of the strained nature of the cyclic peptide it was 242 

necessary to use a time step of 1 fs to avoid warnings from the LINCS algorithm.   For the restrained 243 

simulations, time-averaged NMR restraints with a disre-tau of 10 ps, a time step of 2 fs were used. A 244 

square well restraints potential was used where the potential was set to zero between the lower and 245 

upper bounds and increased quadratically (force constant1000 kJ mol−1nm−1) beyond that. The LINCS 246 

algorithm was applied to constrain all bonds. A cut-off of 1.0 nm was used for van der Waals and 247 

electrostatic interactions for real space calculations. Vacuum simulations were first performed to 248 

search conformational space by collecting 100 snapshots of the trajectory during a 10 ns simulation at 249 

600 K. Each conformation was then annealed to 300 K over 50 ps. Cluster analysis of the resulting 250 

structures, exploiting the linkage algorithm of GROMACS and a cut-off of 0.1 nm on the backbone 251 

atoms, gave a single large cluster. The conformer with the lowest energy in the cluster was used for 252 

simulations in water. Using the single point charge water model or TIP4P water model, a box 253 

containing the peptide, chloride to neutralize any charge and 7000 water molecules was constructed. 254 

Following equilibration, molecular dynamics was performed for 10 ns at 300 K under NVT conditions. 255 

In total, 200 structures were collected at 50 ps intervals. Cluster analysis was then done as before, and 256 

the results used in the DPC/water simulations. For simulations in a water/DPC mixture, the lowest 257 

energy structure from the simulations in water was placed in the center of a 7 nm cubic box filled with 258 

approximately 10 000 water molecules and a 50 DPC molecule, micelle (Tieleman, van der Spoel, & 259 
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Berendsen, 2000). The micelle was translated so that the center of the micelle was at the bottom edge 260 

of the box. This meant that, using periodic boundary conditions, half the micelle was at the bottom of 261 

the box and the other half was at the top. The peptide was then placed in the center of the box. Energy 262 

minimization was carried out using the steepest descent method for 10,000 steps to a tolerance of 10 263 

kJ mol−1or to machine precision. Two stages of system equilibration were performed to solvate the 264 

peptide and to accomplish a steady state of temperature, pressure, and density. The first stage of 265 

equilibration involved performing molecular dynamics (MD) for 100 ps under NVT conditions at 266 

300K followed by a second stage under NPT conditions. The final MD simulation was for 10 ns during 267 

which 200 structures were collected. Cluster analysis was performed in the same manner as before. 268 

2.5 Construction of Apime-AKHR model 269 

The primary sequence of Apime-AKHR Genbank sequence (AY898652) (Yang et al., 2018), was 270 

utilized to elucidate the 3D structure of the AKH-receptor. PSIPRED 4.0 and MEMSAT-SVM 271 

programs available on http://bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk/web_servers/ were used to predict the secondary 272 

structure and the transmembrane regions of the receptor. PSIPRED 4.0 makes use of two feed-forward 273 

neural networks, which perform analysis on output obtained from PSI_BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990; 274 

McGuffin et al., 2000) same as the MEMSAT-SVM programs (Jones, 2007).  275 

The conserved amino acid residues of Apime-AKHR are consistent with it belonging to the class A 276 

GPCR family. The PSI_BLAST search tool was used to select the best template structure for use as 277 

the target template.   The crystal structure of the Apelin receptor (5VBL.1B) (Ma et al., 2017) 278 

available in the Protein Data Bank (Berman et al., 2014) was selected. This crystal structure was 279 

used as the target template for sequence alignments of Apime-AKHR using Clustalw2 available at 280 

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2. The GMQE (Global Model Quality Estimation) was 281 

used for quality estimation.  282 

http://bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk/web_servers/
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2
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Upon achieving a suitable alignment, homology modelling was conducted using the SWISS-283 

MODEL server, a web-based service strictly dedicated to protein structure homology modelling 284 

(Guex et al., 2009). The model was built based on the target-template alignment using ProMod3 285 

installed in the SWISS-MODEL server. Coordinates conserved between the target and the template 286 

were copied from the template to the model. Insertions and deletions were remodeled using the 287 

SMTL (version 28/2/2019, PDB release 22/2/2019) fragment library. After the sidechains were 288 

rebuilt, the resulting model was optimized using an opls force field.  Loop modelling was done with 289 

ProMod3 alongside PROMOD-II as an alternative model. The model was viewed and analyzed using 290 

the program PYMOL (Schrӧdinger, 2010).  291 

 292 
 293 

2.6 Docking studies 294 

The Protein Preparation Wizard and LigPrep of the Schrödinger suite of programs (Schrödinger Inc., 295 

New York, NY, USA) were used to prepare the receptors, Schgr-AKHR (from Jackson et al., 2019) 296 

and Apime-AKHR, and peptides for docking simulations.  The lowest energy structure of cycloAKH 297 

and  Linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2] from the DPC micelle solution simulations were used.  Glide docking 298 

(version 2019-3, Schrodinger, LLC, New York, NY, 2019) was used for peptide docking with a grid 299 

space of 72 x 72 x 72, which covered all extracellular loops and helices. The receptor grid was 300 

generated for peptide ligands and the docking precision was SP-Peptides.  This setting automatically 301 

increases the number of poses collected.   302 

3. Results and discussion 303 

3.1 In vitro calcium reporter assay for SchgrAKHR and ApimeAKHR: 304 

The dose-dependent activity of the Schgr-AKH-II (pQLNFSTGWa) and Locmi-AKH-I 305 

(pQLNFTPNWGTa) were compared on the desert locust Schistocerca gregaria and honeybee Apis 306 

melifera AKH receptors in Figure 1A. The dose-dependent activity of Schgr-AKH-II 307 

(pQLNFSTGWa) and  two Locmi-AKH analogs, viz. [Oic5]Locmi-AKH-I (pQLNFT[Oic]NWGTa) 308 
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and cycloAKH (cyclo[LNFTPNWG]), were compared on the desert locust Schistocerca gregaria and 309 

honeybee Apis melifera AKH receptors in a separate trial. Schgr-AKH-II is native to both the desert 310 

locust and the honeybee, and the peptide showed a very similar activity on the cell lines expressing the 311 

locust (EC50 = 1.04 x 10-9M) and honeybee receptor (1.28 x 10-9M) (Figure 1). Locmi-AKH-I is a 312 

native decapeptide of the desert locust. The cyclic AKH analog of the current study is designed after 313 

the Locmi-AKH-I sequence. Locmi-AKH-I and a Locmi-AKH-I analog in which Pro5 is replaced with 314 

the Pro analog octahydroindole-2-carboxylic acid (Oic) were evaluated on the two AKH receptor cell 315 

systems in separate trials in the current study. The unmodified Locmi-AKH-I was tested and found to 316 

match the activity of Schgr-AKH-II on the locust receptor (EC50 - 2.22 x 10-9 M) and a somewhat lower 317 

activity (EC50 – 7.62 x 10-8 M) on the honeybee receptor (Fig. 1A). Analog [Oic5]Locmi-AKH-I 318 

(pQLNFT[Oic]NWGTa) demonstrated an EC50 of 4.97 x 10-8 M on the locust receptor and 1.15 x 10-319 

7 M on the honeybee receptor in a separate trial (Fig. 1B).  The Oic-AKH analog was thus only slightly 320 

less active as a honeybee receptor agonist than as a locust receptor agonist, suggesting that the 321 

unmodified Locmi-AKH-I would likely also interact well with the honeybee AKH receptor.  A 322 

considerably higher concentration (EC50 = 7.06 x 10-6 M) of the cyclic analog was required to activate 323 

the locust receptor as compared to the native octapeptide (Schgr-AKH-II) and [Oic5]Locmi-AKH-I 324 

analogs (Fig. 1), but it nonetheless displayed the same efficacy as the native peptide. In stark contrast, 325 

the cyclic analog exhibited only trace, if any, activity at 10-4 M on the honeybee receptor and no EC50 326 

could be determined (Fig. 1). These results show that at pharmacological levels of application, the 327 

cyclic AKH analog selectively activates only the AKH receptor of the pest insect (desert locust) and 328 

not that of the beneficial insect (honeybee). 329 

3.2 NMR measurements 330 

The Spectral assignment and chemical shifts of both peptides are given in Table 1.  For comparison, 331 

the NMR chemical shifts of linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2] in DMSO solution are reported as well.  332 

Linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2] was readily soluble in DPC micelle solution; this indicates that the peptide 333 
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interacts with the micelle. This interaction was confirmed by measuring the diffusion coefficient of 334 

linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2] in DPC micelle solution.  A value of 7 × 10−11 m2s−1 was measured, which 335 

is consistent with a micelle size of roughly 52 DPC molecules. Given the insensitivity of the diffusion 336 

coefficient to molecular mass, this is in good agreement with our assumed size of 50 DPC molecules 337 

per micelle but more importantly, justifies our use of the NOESY pulse sequence for such a small 338 

peptide.  339 

It is well known that proline prefers a trans configuration but sometimes exists in the cis form 340 

(Alderson et al., 2018).  NMR is able to distinguish between these two configurations:  trans-proline 341 

shows strong NOEs between the two Hδ protons of proline and Hα and HN of the preceding residue, 342 

while cis-proline shows strong NOE between the two proline Hα protons and Hα of the preceding 343 

residue.   For both the linear and the cyclic peptide there was strong NOE between Trp4 Hα and Pro5 344 

Hδ, confirming that both proline residues were in the trans configuration.  345 

Structuring-induced chemical shift changes (observed shifts minus random coil reference values) 346 

were analyzed using the CSDb algorithm (Eidenschink et al., 2009). Different results were obtained 347 

for the two peptides.  For cycloAKH (Figure 2a) the amide protons of residues 2-4 are shifted 348 

downfield, while residues 6-8 are shifted up-field.  The Hα, proton shifts are mainly shifted up-field. 349 

Studies have shown that, with respect to their random coil values, both Hα and HN are shifted up-350 

field by −0.30 ppm in helices, and downfield by ca. 0.6 ppm in β-sheets (Szilágyi, 1995).  Thus, the 351 

experimental chemical shifts obtained here (Fig. 2a) indicate that the dominant conformation of 352 

cycloAKH has a turn structure, which is expected in a cyclic peptide. These chemical shift changes 353 

are similar to those found for Melme-CC, an octapeptide from the fruit beetle (Pachnoda sinuata) 354 

and Declu-CC, a decapeptide from a blister beetle (Decapotoma lunata) (Jackson et al., 2014) but 355 

contrast with those found for Anoga-HrTH, an octapeptide from the malaria mosquito, A. gambia 356 
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(Mugumbate et al., 2013).  Tyndall et al. (2005) have reviewed the structure of over 100 ligands that 357 

bind to mammalian peptide–activated GPCRs, and found all of them to have turn structures.  358 

Using the RCI tool  (Berjanskii & Wishart, 2008) available on http://wishart.biology.ualberta.ca, the 359 

chemical shifts were also used to estimate the flexibility and the order parameter, S2, of the peptide.   360 

A perfectly rigid structure has an order parameter of 1, while a completely flexible structure has an 361 

order parameter of 0.   The results (Fig 2c) show that the cyclic peptide is very ordered, with a 362 

maximum order parameter of 0.85. This is similar to Melme-CC, Declu-CC and Anoga-HrTH, which 363 

are highly ordered, and have S2 order parameters of 0.85, 0.7-0.9 and 0.7-0.8 respectively (Jackson et 364 

al., 2014;  Mugumbate et al., 2013 ).  365 

The measured HN temperature coefficients of cycloAKH are given in Table 2. According to Baxter, 366 

HN temperature coefficients of between -10 ppb/K and -6 ppb/K indicate the presence of transient or 367 

weak hydrogen bonds (Baxter & Williamson, 1997).  Since the cycloAKH is conformationally 368 

restricted and its temperature coefficients are between -7.1 and -9.6 ppb/K (Table 2), the presence of 369 

only weak hydrogen bonds is indicated.  370 

For linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2], the random coil chemical shift deviations differed from those of 371 

cycloAKH (Figure 2).   Most of the residues have very small HN shifts but large downfield shifts are 372 

seen for Phe3 and Gly8.  Both up-field and downfield shifts are seen for Hα .  Thus, the experimental 373 

chemical shifts indicate that the linear AKH peptide fragment has an extended (random coil) structure, 374 

with a possible turn structure at position 3 – 5. These results differ from our previous results on AKH 375 

peptides, where a turn structure was always found (see for example, Jackson et al., 2019).  While the 376 

chemical shift deviations from random coil values have been understood to indicate secondary 377 

structure, it is essential to point out that this interpretation is not unambiguous. Tremblay et al. ( 2010) 378 

have concluded that chemical shifts are more affected by the protein secondary structure than the 379 

solvent environment. The observation of a secondary structure are consistent with CD studies on 380 

http://wishart.biology.ualberta.ca/
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Locusta migratoria AKH neuropeptides, containing a proline residue, where a β-structure was 381 

proposed (Cusinato et al., 1998).  Recent studies on Locmi-AKH-I also indicate a β-turn structure in 382 

DPC micelle solution (Jackson et al., 2019). 383 

The order parameters of linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2] are much lower than cycloAKH (Fig. 2b) and are 384 

similar to those of Dappu-RPCH (Jackson et al., 2018), which has an order parameter of only 0.25,  385 

thereby supporting the conclusion from the random coil chemical shift deviations of the current study 386 

that cycloAKH is rigid while linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2] is flexible.  387 

3.3 Molecular Dynamic Analysis  388 

Since no meaningful NOE restraints were observed in the NMR spectra of cycloAKH, all molecular 389 

dynamic simulations were done without restraints.  The results are shown in Figure 3. Fig. 3a is 390 

an overlay of all the conformers collected during a 2 ns molecular dynamics simulation in water at 391 

300K.  As can be seen there is very little movement of the backbone but the side chains, especially the 392 

Trp and Phe side chains do move, although not as much as one would expect.   Fig. 3b shows the 393 

backbone of the central conformer, which had a β type II turn around the proline.   This turn structure 394 

is stabilized by transient polar contacts, two of which are shown in Figure 3b, between Asn6(NH) and 395 

Thr4(O); Asn6(O) and Leu1(NH); Thr4(NH) and Leu1(O); Asn2(NH) and Gly8(O).   Note that all of the 396 

sidechains project out from the ring created by the backbone.    397 

Following molecular dynamics in water, molecular dynamic simulations were also performed in DPC 398 

micelle solution.  Cluster analysis of the trajectories gave a single large cluster.  Figure 3c is an overlay 399 

of the two structures of cycloAKH in water and DPC.   As can be seen, the two structures are not 400 

perfectly aligned - the peptide backbone has changed slightly in DPC (Fig. 3c).    The simulations were 401 

started with the peptide in the middle of the solvent box and the DPC micelle above and below it.  402 

Simulations were started with different orientations of the peptide relative to the DPC micelle so that 403 

different sidechains would interact with the DPC.  In each case, the peptide diffused towards the 404 
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micelle and bound to its surface.  The interaction between cycloAKH and the micelle is shown in 405 

Figure 3d.  406 

Cluster analysis of the trajectory of linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2], in water, gave only one dominant 407 

cluster (Figure 4). The peptide had an “extended” structure for the first three residues but a type IV β 408 

-turn between residues 4–7. The β-turn is due to Pro5.  The overall structure is cyclic and is stabilized 409 

by a moderately strong, transient H-bond between Gly8(NH2) and Asn2(Oδ1), Gly8(NH) and Asn6(Oδ1), 410 

Gly8(NH2) and Asn6(CO), and Gly8(CO) and Lys1(NH3). There is also a substantial amount of 411 

hydrogen bonding between the peptide and the surrounding water molecules, which indicates the 412 

structuring of water around the peptide.  All the dihedral angles of the amino acids were in the allowed 413 

region of dihedral space (not shown).   It is perhaps surprising that such a short peptide should have 414 

any structure, certainly the NMR results indicated that it was not structured (Fig. 2b).  However, it 415 

should be cautioned that the simulations were conducted with restraints derived from the NMR results 416 

of the peptide in DPC micelle solution.    417 

Cluster analysis of the trajectory of linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2], in DPC solution, also gave only one 418 

large cluster.  The structure in water and DPC solution is shown in Figure 4b.  The two conformers are 419 

very similar but the structure in DPC is more open and does not have the H-bonding between the 420 

terminal residues.  This is most probably because of the interaction with the micelle, which is shown 421 

in Figure 4c.    422 

One of the proposed hypotheses of GPCR binding is that the agonist first binds to the cell surface and 423 

then moves across the surface until it encounters its receptor (Giragossian et al., 2002; Stone et al., 424 

2007a,b). Fascinatingly, this phenomenon is expressed in the molecular simulations of the current 425 

study. One way of monitoring the interaction between the peptide and micelle is to calculate their area 426 

of contact.  This is shown in Figure 5, where the results for linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2] and cycloAKH 427 

are shown.  For linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2], during the first 1 ns of the simulation, the peptide makes 428 
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occasional contact with the micelle surface, but after 40 ps is quite tightly bound to the surface. The 429 

surface contact of the cyclic analog is quite different.  As expected, the cyclic peptide/DPC interaction 430 

depends on which residues are facing the micelle surface.  This is shown in two simulations of the 431 

cyclic peptide where the initial orientation of the peptide, relative to the DPC, was rotated through 180 432 

degrees.  In the one case, the peptide hardly interacts with the micelle (Fig. 5).  With the other 433 

orientation, the peptide becomes quite tightly bound and then moves away again (Fig. 5).  At no time 434 

does the cyclic peptide interact with the micelle to the same extent as the linear peptide.  Since 435 

cycloAKH is constrained by its cyclic nature, it cannot change its conformation to maximize 436 

interaction with the micelle surface.  It is interesting to compare the simulations with Locmi-AKH-I, 437 

the endogenous hormone upon which our two peptides were designed.  Locmi-AKH-I has a very 438 

similar surface contact area profile as linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2].   439 

Figure 6 is an overlay of cycloAKH, linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2] and Locmi-AKH-I.  Here it is clear 440 

that, even though the three peptides are very different they all have a very similar structure in micelle 441 

solution.  Locmi-AKH-I is a decapaptide but the first eight residues align well with the other two 442 

peptides.  This may account for cycloAKH and Locmi-AKH-I (Jackson 2019) having similar activities 443 

in the locust assay.   444 

In order to investigate the structural similarity of cycloAKH and linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2], they were 445 

docked onto the Schistocerca gregaria receptor, Schgr-AKHR.  The structural model of this receptor 446 

was recently published, together with the Locmi-AKH-I binding site (Jackson, 2019).  Glide docking 447 

gave a glide score of -6.3 kJ/mol and -1.2 kJ/mol for cycloAKH and linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2] 448 

respectively.  MMGBSA calculations on these two gave a binding free energy of -96 kJ/mol and -82 449 

kJ/mol respectively.  The docked structure of cycloAKH is given in Figure 7, together with its ligand 450 

interaction diagram.  The ligand interaction diagram and binding site of linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2] is 451 

given in Figure 8.  These can be compared to the binding of Locmi-AKH-I (Figure 9) after MD 452 

simulation in a phosphatidylcholine (POPC) membrane.  The decapeptide lies in a cleft across the top 453 
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of the receptor (Figure 9) with the central portion of the peptide fitting into the binding pocket and the 454 

two termini pointing outside the binding pocket.  During the molecular dynamics, the terminal amide 455 

was sometimes found to H-bond to a POPC molecule.  The final binding energy for Locmi-AKH-I 456 

was -98 kcal/mol, which is very similar to the other two peptides.  457 

All three peptides are predicted to have the same binding site but differ in the details of their proposed 458 

ligand/receptor interactions.  These subtle differences can yield clues to the selectivity displayed by 459 

cycloAKH in its interaction with the locust receptor vs the honeybee receptor. All three peptides H-460 

bond to Gln287.   The linear peptides also interact with Trp87.  A complete list of ligand/receptor 461 

interactions is given in Table 3.  The S. gregaria AKH receptor is known to be more promiscuous, 462 

accepting a number of different AKH-like agonists (see Gäde, 1990, and Marchal et al., 2018).  463 

Moreover, based on in silico predictions, all of the endogenous AKHs of the desert locust, i.e. Schgr-464 

AKH-II, Locmi-AKH-I and Aedae-AKH, were found to bind to the same binding site of Schgr-AKHR 465 

(Jackson et al., 2019).  466 

3.4 Apime-AKHR 467 

An important aspect of this research is the development of mimetic neuropeptide analogs that are 468 

selective in their activity, negatively affecting the targeted pest species without harm to beneficial 469 

insect species like the honeybee.  CycloAKH demonstrates this selectivity in that it retains full efficacy 470 

on a locust AKH receptor, while showing little or no activation of a honeybee AKH receptor. In order 471 

to validate our computational results, cycloAKH, linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2] and Locmi-AKH-I were 472 

docked to a honeybee receptor.  The recently published primary sequence of Apime-AKHR was 473 

extracted from the Genbank database (accession number AY898652) and used to predict and model 474 

the 3D structure of the honeybee receptor (Figure 1S).  The highly conserved amino acid residues that 475 

are common to Class A GPCRs (Chelikani et al., 2007) were also present in Apime-AKHR (see Table 476 

1S).  477 
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Since the primary structure indicated that not all the template could be used for the 3D modelling, three 478 

programs, PSIPRED 4.0, MEMSAT3/ MEMSAT-SVM (available at 479 

http://bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk/web_servers/) were used to predict the secondary structure. The result from 480 

PSIPRED indicated that only 317 of the 350 primary amino acid could be utilized for the construction 481 

of the 3D model (Figure 2S).  MEMSAT-SVM confirmed this claim (Figure 3S).  Having confirmed 482 

the composition and the primary amino acids that could form the 3D model of the molecule, SVM-GA 483 

topology analysis was used to predict the seven transmembrane (TMs) helical bundles and the loop 484 

regions (Figure 4S).  Helices found were as follows: H1(39-61), H2 (77-102), H3 (110-140), H4 (156-485 

172), H5 (203-225), H6 (261-282) and H7 (299-316). The pore-lining was found to be at residues 77-486 

102, 110-140 and 399-316.  The extracellular loops were ECL1(102-110), ECL2(172-203) and 487 

ECL3(282-299), while the cytoplasmic loops were ICL1(61-77), ICL2(140-156) and ICL3(225-261). 488 

A PSI_BLAST search gave the apelin receptor (5VBL) as the best template for the homology modeling 489 

of  Apime-AKHR.   The alignment of the Apime-AKHR amino acid sequence with the apelin receptor 490 

was relatively low in sequence identity (20 – 38%) but possess high sequence similarity (45 – 66%) 491 

(Table 2S).  This is a common feature of the class A GPCR superfamily, where members with a low 492 

sequence identity but high sequence similarity have similar structures (Leach, 2001).   The alignment 493 

of the Apime-AKHR amino acid sequence with the apelin receptor is shown in Figure 5S where the 494 

sequence identity and similarity are highlighted. There are no gaps in the alignment of the 495 

transmembrane regions.  These regions had a relatively low sequence identity (20 – 38%) but had high 496 

sequence similarity (45 – 66%) (Table 2S).  This is a common feature of the class A GPCRs 497 

superfamily, where members with a low sequence identity but high sequence similarity have similar 498 

structures (Leach, 2001).    499 

 Homology modeling based on the crystal structure of the apelin receptor gave the model shown in 500 

Figure 10.  This model has 7 transmembrane helices with a tilted TM3.  TM 4 is the shortest helix, 501 

while TM7 is the longest. 502 
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The quality of the constructed Apime-AKHR-model was assessed with the evaluation programs 503 

ERRAT (Colovos and Yeates, 1993) and PROCHECK (Laskowski et al., 1996). A Ramachandran 504 

plot, Figure 6S, showed that most of the amino acid residues are either in allowed or favored regions.  505 

Also, the phi and psi, the backbone torsion angle, were acceptable. The ERRAT program gave a score 506 

of 98.73. For a high-quality model  the score  must be >50 (Colovos and Yeates, 1993).  Thus we 507 

conclude that the Apime-AKHR-model is of high-quality and is acceptable for further study. 508 

Figure 10 shows a comparison of the Apime-AKHR-model and the target template.  As can be seen 509 

there is very close agreement between the two.  There are some differences, however.  The Apime-510 

AKHR-model has 331 amino acid residues as against the template which has 389 amino acids.  As a 511 

result, TM6 and TM5 of the template are longer in length, with both helices extending by 4-5 residues 512 

into the cytoplasm.  This observation is consistent with studies conducted on the accessibility of 513 

nitroxide labels fixed to ECL3 joining TM6 and TM5 of rhodopsin (Farahbakhsh, 1995).  The 514 

constructed model of Apime-AKH-R has the CWxP(Y/F) (CWTPY) motif in TM6; in the template 515 

this sequence is CKMPY. In TM7 the constructed model has the (N/D)PxxY (NPIVY) motif, while in 516 

the template it is NPFLY. These are the only significant differences noticed as regards the conserved 517 

residues. These motifs are significant to receptor activations and will be discussed later. Also, the 518 

constructed model has a disulphide bridge, commonly found in GPCRs, between Cys120 and Cys199. 519 

Using the honeybee receptor, molecular docking of cycloAKH, linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2] and Locmi-520 

AKH-I was performed.  Docking with this receptor proved difficult as it has an unusually long ECL2, 521 

which partially covers the entrance to the binding pocket.  Also the binding pocket is quite restrictive.  522 

The docking results showed that cycloAKH (Figure 11a) was not able to enter the receptor binding site 523 

and instead bound to the extracellular surface of the receptor.  Its glide score was -4.6 with a binding 524 

free energy of -0.4 kJ/mol.  Blind docking of linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2] also proved difficult but after 525 

minimising the docked structure a mmgbsa binding free energy of -128 kJ/mol was obtained.  The 526 

docked structure is shown in Figure 11b and the ligand interaction diagram in Figure 11c. For Locmi-527 
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AKH-I, ∆Gbind was -148 kJ/mol (Figure 11c). Figure 11e shows details of the Locmi-AKH1 528 

conformation when docked to Apime-AKHR.  This is very similar to its conformation when bound to 529 

Schgr-AKHR (Figure 6).  The ligand interaction diagram of Locmi-AKH-I bound to Apime-AKHR is 530 

shown in Figure 11f.  Note the similarity in the ligand receptor interactions of linear-[LNFTPNWG-531 

NH2] and Locmi-AKH-I.  Both hydrogen bond to Ser280, Ser126 and Tyr276.  They both also have a 532 

π-π interaction with Phe302.   533 

4. Concluding remarks 534 

An NMR restrained, molecular dynamic study of a linear and head-to-tail cyclic, octapeptide AKH 535 

analog showed that the linear peptide was flexible in aqueous solution but had one preferred 536 

conformation when binding to a DPC micelle.  This conformation was similar to the restricted 537 

conformation of the cyclic analog and the conformation of an endogenous AKH, Locmi-AKH-I.   This 538 

may explain why cycloAKH is able to activate the in vitro-expressed locust AKH receptor.  Molecular 539 

docking calculations, using the published structure of the S. gregaria AKH receptor confirmed that all 540 

three peptides dock to the same binding site with very similar binding affinities. The cyclic constraints 541 

imposed on cycloAKH may allow it to interact with the locust AKH receptor to a much greater extent 542 

than the honeybee receptor, where it demonstrates little or no activation. The locust AKH receptor has 543 

a greater tolerance for this conformational constraint, and this could suggest a greater tolerance for a 544 

shift in the direction of the type II β turn exhibited by cycloAKH from the type IV β turn of the linear 545 

and native AKH peptides. Selectivity in mimetic analogs could potentially be enhanced by 546 

incorporating conformational constraints and residues that emphasize this shift. To obtain a more 547 

detailed explanation for the lack of tolerance of the honeybee receptor for cycloAKH at the molecular 548 

level, the honeybee receptor, Apime-AKHR, was constructed and docked with cycloAKH, linear-549 

[LNFTPNWG-NH2] and Locmi-AKH-I.  Locmi-AKH-I, which activates this receptor, bound strongly 550 
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to the receptor, as did linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2].   However, cycloAKH failed to enter the binding 551 

pocket and was only weakly bound to the honeybee receptor. 552 
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Figure Legends 851 
 852 
Figure 1. Dose-response curves of AKH peptides and analogs measured in a Ca2+ dependent, 853 

aequorin-based, bioluminescence reporter assay for the honeybee (ApimeAKHR; left panels) or the 854 

desert locust (SchgrAKHR; right panels) AKH receptor. These receptors were expressed in CHO 855 

cells together with the bioluminescent Ca2+ reporter protein aequorin and the promiscuous Ga16 856 

subunit. Data are shown as means ± SD. The % of bioluminescence, indicated on the y-axis, is used 857 

to approximate the activity of the respective receptors relative to the highest signal observed during 858 

the assay, as obtained with 1µM Schgr-AKH-II. The zero % (blank level) refers to the 859 

bioluminescence detected when cells were combined with medium containing 0.1% BSA without 860 

agonist. The logarithm of the molar ligand concentration is shown on the x-axis. Every experiment 861 

was performed at least twice. Panel A the naturally occurring agonists Schgr-AKH-I 862 

(pQLNFTPNWGTa) and Schgr-AKH-II (pQLNFSTGWa); panel B compares Schgr-AKH-II 863 

(pQLNFSTGWa = Schgr-AKH-II = Apime-AKH) with two synthetic AKH-I analogs, 864 

pQLNFT[Oic]NWGTa and cyclo(LNFTPNWG). 865 

 866 

Figure 2. Random coil chemical shift deviation (a) cycloAKH, (b) linear-[LNFTPNWG], (c) S2 867 

order parameter. 868 

 869 

Figure 3. a) Overlay of main cycloAKH cluster from trajectory in water (b) Lowest energy 870 

conformation of cycloAKH in water; c) overlay of lowest energy conformation of cycloAKH in 871 

water (green ribbon) and DPC (red ribbon) solution; (d) cycloAKH interacting with a DPC micelle. 872 

 873 

Figure 4. a) Two views of linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2] in water showing H-bonds; (b) comparison of 874 

cycloAKH in water and linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2] in dpc; ( c) linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2] bound to 875 

dpc micelle.  876 

 877 

Figure 5. Solvent accessible surface area for three different peptides in DPC micelle solution as a 878 

function of time.  Note that for cycloAKH the molecular dynamics was started with two different 879 

orientations of the peptide relative to the micelle. 880 

 881 
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Figure 6. Overlay of cycloAKH, linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2] and Locmi-AKH-I.  CycloAKH and 882 

linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2] are colored according to residue position, while Locmi-AKH-I is colored 883 

normally.   884 

 885 

Figure 7.  CycloAKH docked to the Schistocerca gregaria receptor, Schgr-AKHR.  Expansion of 886 

docked structure and ligand interaction diagram. 887 

 888 

Figure 8.  linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2] docked to the Schistocerca gregaria receptor, Schgr-AKHR.  889 

Expansion of docked structure and ligand interaction diagram. 890 

 891 

Figure 9. Locmi-AKH-I docked to Schistocerca gregaria receptor, Schgr-AKHR, showing the 892 

binding site surface of the receptor. (b) Ligand interaction diagram for Locmi-AKH-I and Schgr-893 

AKHR. 894 

 895 

Figure 10.  An overlay of Apime-AKHR-model (in green) with the apelin receptor crystal structure 896 

(in yellow).  897 

 898 

Figure 11. Apime-AKHR (a) in popc membrane with cycloAKH docked at the surface. (b) 899 

Expansion showing docked linear-[LNFTPNWG-NH2]. (c) Ligand interaction diagram of linear-900 

[LNFTPNWG-NH2]. (d) Locmi-AKH1 docked. (e) docked conformation of Locmi-AKH-1. (f) 901 

Ligand interaction diagram of Locmi-AKH1. The ligand is displayed as a 2D structure. Interactions 902 

between the residues and the ligand are drawn as lines, colored by interaction type, purple for H-903 

bonding and green for  π-π stacking. The binding pocket is indicated by a line drawn around the 904 

ligand, colored by the color of the nearest residue. Solvent exposure is indicated on the ligand atoms, 905 

and by the break in the line drawn around the pocket. 906 

 907 
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Figure 6. Overlay of cyclo-[LNFTPNWG], linear-
[LNFTPNWG-NH2] and Locmi-AKH-I.  The cyclo and 
linear peptide are coloured according to residues 
position.  Locmi-AKH-I is coloured normally. 



 
Figure 10. a) An overlay of Apime-AKHR-model (in green) with the apelin receptor (in 
yellow).  
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